Comparison study of reconstruction algorithms for prototype digital breast tomosynthesis using various breast phantoms.
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a recently developed system for three-dimensional imaging that offers the potential to reduce the false positives of mammography by preventing tissue overlap. Many qualitative evaluations of digital breast tomosynthesis were previously performed by using a phantom with an unrealistic model and with heterogeneous background and noise, which is not representative of real breasts. The purpose of the present work was to compare reconstruction algorithms for DBT by using various breast phantoms; validation was also performed by using patient images. DBT was performed by using a prototype unit that was optimized for very low exposures and rapid readout. Three algorithms were compared: a back-projection (BP) algorithm, a filtered BP (FBP) algorithm, and an iterative expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. To compare the algorithms, three types of breast phantoms (homogeneous background phantom, heterogeneous background phantom, and anthropomorphic breast phantom) were evaluated, and clinical images were also reconstructed by using the different reconstruction algorithms. The in-plane image quality was evaluated based on the line profile and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and out-of-plane artifacts were evaluated by means of the artifact spread function (ASF). Parenchymal texture features of contrast and homogeneity were computed based on reconstructed images of an anthropomorphic breast phantom. The clinical images were studied to validate the effect of reconstruction algorithms. The results showed that the CNRs of masses reconstructed by using the EM algorithm were slightly higher than those obtained by using the BP algorithm, whereas the FBP algorithm yielded much lower CNR due to its high fluctuations of background noise. The FBP algorithm provides the best conspicuity for larger calcifications by enhancing their contrast and sharpness more than the other algorithms; however, in the case of small-size and low-contrast microcalcifications, the FBP reduced detectability due to its increased noise. The EM algorithm yielded high conspicuity for both microcalcifications and masses and yielded better ASFs in terms of the full width at half maximum. The higher contrast and lower homogeneity in terms of texture analysis were shown in FBP algorithm than in other algorithms. The patient images using the EM algorithm resulted in high visibility of low-contrast mass with clear border. In this study, we compared three reconstruction algorithms by using various kinds of breast phantoms and patient cases. Future work using these algorithms and considering the type of the breast and the acquisition techniques used (e.g., angular range, dose distribution) should include the use of actual patients or patient-like phantoms to increase the potential for practical applications.